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The robust and striking 
equipment cart system 

This modular cart system is impressively robust and combines striking design 

with extremely high stability. Due to considerable capacity, toro meets stringent 

requirements as a mobile support system for compact device combinations –  

serving as a base cart, equipment cart, ergometer cart, endoscopy cart, 

emergency cart or computer cart, to name just a few examples. 

The toro carts are available in widths of 450 or 630 mm and have decorative 

strips in grey or blue. They can be adapted to suit all areas of application  

and fitted with the necessary system components and accessories for a wide 

range of uses. The toro system can also be customised to meet your individual 

requirements. 

In clinics, rehabilitation centres and medical practices, toro carts are in their 

element – and they are bound to impress those who see their strength put to 

the test.

The system parts

toro – the heavy duty equipment cart system 

from HAEBERLE – specialists in the  

development of innovative cart systems  

for medical equipment since 1933.

Makes a lasting impression in hospitals and  
medical practices

 �   All toro carts include the following as standard: 

extremely strong chassis, 4 quality 125 mm dia. 

castors with integrated thread guard and wall 

guards, 2 castors are lockable.

 �   High-grade aluminium carrier unit including 

profile cover and decorative strips, in grey or 

blue colour. 

 �   Cable duct horizontal arm with integrated     

cable guide for the optimal management of   

up to 6 cables or a multiple socket outlet. 

 �   Strong, disinfectant-resistant metal shelves,  

450 or 630 mm wide with rounded grey  

decorative corners.

 �   Pull-out shelf for storing equipment or a  

keyboard.

 �   Soft self-closing drawers with ball castor bea-

ring guide rails and a practical grey handle with 

label window.

 �   Elegant and striking grey push handles. 2 or 4 

push handles can be mounted on a cart.

 �  Accessories for many fields of application.



Equipment carts 

Basic carts / Equipment carts

Computer carts

toro 63 computer cart 3

Ref. no. 2081.1

toro 63 computer cart 4

Ref. no. 2083.1

toro 63 computer cart 1

Ref. no. 2075.1

toro 45 equipment cart 2

Ref. no. 2028.1

toro 63 basic cart

Ref. no. 2048.1

toro 45 equipment cart 1

Ref. no. 2078.1



Endoscopy carts

Ergometry cart / Emergency cart / Anaesthesia cart

toro 63 endoscopy cart 2

Ref. no. 2056.1

toro 63 endoscopy cart 3

Ref. no. 2085.1

toro 45 endoscopy cart 4

Ref. no. 2086.1

toro 45 ergometry cart

Ref. no. 2037.1

toro 63 emergency cart

Ref. no. 2073.1

toro 63 anaesthesia cart

Ref. no. 2074.1



grey

Ref. no. xxxx.1
blue

Ref. no. xxxx.2

HAEBERLE  
HAS IT

HAEBERLE  
MAKES IT

HAEBERLE HAS IT: a modular basic system for your  

multifunctional carts. And if you need something extra?

No problem, remember HAEBERLE MAKES IT: exactly  

the customised solution you require.

Since 1933, our company has been employing smart ideas and applying practical solutions 

to develop countless innovative product lines in the area of multipurpose equipment carts. 

These have been marketed worldwide with great success. 

With our products and solutions, we guarantee maximum mobility, flexibility and reliability 

in the workplace. This means everyone can focus fully and completely on their own work. 

We consistently implement the basic modular idea to develop practical solutions. The 

wide variety of standard components makes each individual cart an individually tailored 

customer solution – whether it’s for a doctor’s practice, small volume production or large 

quantities for equipment manufacturers. Even if you need to have it tailored just for you – 

HAEBERLE will make this possible.

Customised is our standard
For maximum mobility in the workplace

Standard colours
Choose the decorative strips in 2 trendy colours.
In your order please specify the colour code by adding it as the last digit to the reference number:

6502B 

accord. to NCS

3502B  

accord. to NCS

Other colour combinations or individual colours on request.



Your medical distributor

HAEBERLE GmbH + Co. KG
Breitwiesenstr. 13, DE-70565 Stuttgart 

Postfach 800524,  DE-70505 Stuttgart

Telefon +49 (0) 711 78314-0 

Telefax +49 (0) 711 78314-77

info@haeberle-med.de 

www.haeberle-med.de
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System parts  
and accessories

Additional system components and accessories can be found in the toro price list.

Drawer + inset
with variable partitions

Ref. no. 20181 (toro 45)

Ref. no. 16722 (toro 45)

Tray + rail for toro 45 + 63

Ref. no. 20161 + 20073

Pull-out keyboard shelf

Ref. no. 20228 (toro 45)

Cable duct horizontal arm

Ref. no. 20119 + 20136

Undercarriage isolating transformer

Ref. no. 20436 (toro 45 / 63)

Holder for  
oxygen bottle 5 / 10 litres

Ref. no. 20236

Reanimation board

Ref. no. 17370

„alegro“ monitor holder  
on articulated arm

Ref. no. 25011

Gallery, s/s for toro 63

Ref. no. 20186

„comfort“ back cover  
for toro 45 and 63

Ref. no. 20560 + 20570

„tomo“ waste collector

Ref. no. 20340


